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looking back it seems that the american working woman has
come a long way since 1940 1 certainly during world war II11 she
entered the civilian labor force in unprecedented numbers and fol-
lowing that war did not abandon her work role instead womens
share of the nations jobs increased in 1950 one third of americas
women were working by 1960 38 percent and by 1976 the figure
had risen to over 47 percent in that year 40 percent of all jobs in
the country were held by wonwomenuenxen

along with increased employment for women came opportu-
nities to work in jobs formerly closed to them women became
more achievement oriented and growing proportions prepared them-
selves for the new occupational opportunities by going to college in
absolute numbers these generalizations are true there are more
women in college than there used to be and more women at work in
high status jobs but social change seen from the vantage points of
personal experience and the media often lacks comparative per-
spectivespec tive when such changes in womens educational attainment
and job status are viewed in relative terms as part of a general rise in
educational attainment and occupational status it becomes clear that
much of the accepted progress of women has merely been their
keeping pace with the general upward mobility of all segments of
society in many ways compared to men american working women
are more disadvantaged in the 1970s than they were in the 1940s

this study deals with utah working women about three
fourths of utahnsutahna are members of the church of jesus christ of lat
ter day saints cormonsmormonsMormons and the states people often are viewed as
distinctive as a consequence of the mormon influence the states

howard A bahr isis director of the family research institute and a professor inin the department of
sociology brigham young university kristen L goodman assisted inin the collection of the historical
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most of the comments inin this report about change apply to the period 194019701940 1970 occasionally
hethe author has been able to supplement census data with more recent figures and so some patterns refer

to a thirtythirry sixsix year span or a generation
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political conservatism the formal patriarchal structure of mormon
family life the larger families and the negative stance about wom-
ens employment outside the home taken by some church leaders
might all be seen as fostering a unique labor force experience for
utah women because it is so tempting to drag in patriarchalism or
some of these other factors to explain utah work force patterns
which run counter to our accepted notions of how the world has
changed and how women have been liberated a sketching of histori-
cal trends and utah national comparisons is a critical initial step in
this study

the findings reported here should make us wary of facile gener-
alizations about the distinctiveness of working women in utah the
excursion into the historical record will document at least three facts
that should be kept in mind as we consider more recent studies of
utah womens work 1 over the past generation the labor force
participation of utah women has become increasingly like that of
women nationally until today there is no difference utah women
are as apt as other women to work outside the home 2 the gener-
al types of jobs held by women have changed little since 1940 to the
degree that change has occurred it has been in the direction of mak-
ing utah women more like women in other states 3 both in utah
and in the nation the position of women relative to men with re-
spect to higher education and to participation in high status occupa-
tions has either remained stable or deteriorated true there are more
female professionals today but there are also many more male profes-
sionalssionals and in comparative perspective there are only a few specific
occupations where women have made significant inroads

TRENDS IN LABOR FORCE participation
early in this century utah women were much less likely to work

outside the home than were american women generally in 1900
only 13 percent of utahs women were in the labor force but the
national figure was almost 21 percent As may be seen in figure 1

although womens labor force participation increased slightly be-
tween 1900 and 1940 the gap between utah women and other wom-
en continued at about the same level with women in the country as
a whole being about 1.51515 times as apt to be employed as utah wom-
en since 1940 the difference has declined markedly by 1950 24 per-
cent of utah women were in the labor force compared to 29 percent
of women nationally and by 1960 this 5 percent difference had been
reduced to only a 2 percent difference in the late sixties the utah
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figure 1 female labor force as percentage of total female population for
women aged 14 and over for utah and the US by ten year periods
1900 19701970andand 1976

datadaca for 1900 1930 for the USU S represent women aged 15 and over and 1970 figures are for women
16 and over
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sources

1930 US bureau of the census the labor force washington DCD C US government printing
office 1943 vol 3 part 5 pennsylvania wyoming utah table 2 p 649

1940 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern
ment printing office 1943 vol 2 part 7 utah wyoming table 17 p 34 and table 18 p 35 part 1

united states summary table 16 p 444644 46 and table 17 p 444744 47
1950 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern

ment printing office 1953 vol 2 part 44 utah table 25 p 443044 30 part 1 united staresstatesstarcs summary
table 5050 p 1 99

1960 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern
ment printing office 1963 vol i1 table 52 p 467646 76 part 1 united staresstates summary table 82 p
12131 213

1970 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DCD C US govern
ment printing office 1973 vol 1 part 46 utah table 53 ppap 4612146 121 4612246 122 part 1 united states
summary section 1 table 90 ppap 1 3905903901391390113911 391591

US historical statistics bicentennial part 1 serlesseriessenes D 49496262 p 133
USU S department of labor bureau of labor statistics USU S working women A databookData book washing

ton DC US government printing office 1977 bulletin 1977 table 3 p 5

USU S department of labor bureau of labor statistics geographic profile of employment and
unemployment 1976 washington DC US government printing office 1977 table 3
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rate caught up with the national rate and for the past decade there
has been essentially no difference beweenbeleen the two

it might be argued that the increased proportion of utah wom-
en employed outside the home merely reflects the increasing urban
nature of the utah population in contrast to the national popu-
lation however inspection of state and national figures on womens
employment by locality of residence reveals that the tendency toward
congruity with national patterns applies in rural farm rural nonfarm
and city localities alike

city women have consistently been more likely to work outside
the home for pay than have their rural counterparts in the US as a
whole and in utah in particular the census figures on unemploy-
ment for rural residents are remarkably consistent with rural farm
women the least apt to participate in the labor force followed by
women who live in rural areas but do not belong to farming fami-
lies and topped by urban women whose labor force participation is
highest since 1940 the participation of all women in the labor force
has increased in fact rural women in 1970 were much more apt to
be employed than were urban women in 1940

theme convergence of the employment patterns of utah women
and women nationally is apparent in the urbanruralurban rural nonfarmruralnonfarm rural
farm comparisons in table 1 in 1940 more than one of every six

TABLE i1
percentage of women in the labor force by urban and rural residence

utah and the united states 194019701940 1970

1940 19501930 1960 1970

utah US utah US utah US utah US
TOTAL 176 254 244 289 32432.43245243 2.42424 96 34534.5545545963459634.596 41.54154159641.596415 41.4414414

urban 21721.721721 7 31.2312312512 28.1281 5323355233233.22 34.7347347547 3737557537337.33 4504343043o0 43.1431451
rural nonfarm124nonfarm 12412.4 20.7207207 177 227 254 288 35.4354354554 37.1371
rural farm 99 12.1121121 13.9139 15.7157157 233 229 309 29.9299299

agcdagad 14 and over 1940 1960 and 16 and over inin 1970
sources
1940 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-

ment printing office 1943 vol 2 part 7 utah wyoming tables 17 and 18 part 1 united states
summary tables 16 and 17

1950 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-
ment primingprinting office 1953 vol 2 parrpart 44 utah table 25 part 1 united states summary table 50

1960 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-
ment printing office 1963 vol 1 table 52 part 1 united states summary table 82

1970 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern
ment printing office 1973 vol 1 panpart 46 utah table 53 part 1 united statesstares summary section 1

table go90
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utah women was in the labor force compared to one in four in the
nation the gap between the figures for utah women and the na-
tional rate was highest for women living in the urban areas and
smallest for rural farm women by 1950 the difference in percent of
women in the labor force had declined to 4.54545 percent and women in
both urban and rural nonfarm utah lagged about 5 percent behind
the national figures in labor force participation farm women were
still about half as likely as city women to have jobs by 1960 the
difference between utah women and women in the entire nation had
narrowed still further and for the first time a category of utah
women those in the rural farm category were more likely to be in
the labor force than their counterparts nationwide

the 1970 figures reveal that for each of the three rural urban
classifications utah womens participation in the labor force was no
different from that of american women generally and the differ-
ences by urban rural category were all less than 2 percent thus
whether we consider women in cities in farming areas or in non-
farm rural settings the finding is the same between 1940 and 1970
utah women entered the labor force faster than american women as
a whole not only did they keep pace with the national trend toward
increased participation of women in the labor force but they also
closed the employment gap which existed in 1940

if the trends which have affected the employment of women in
the country as a whole had influenced utah women to the same de-
gree as women elsewhere the differential between utah women and
other women would have remained even although the absolute rates
of participation would have increased for both groups instead not
only did utah women enter the labor force in numbers large enough
to maintain the states position relative to the increasing national
rate but the gap between utah women and other women dis-
appeared entirely

along with the increase in the percentage of women employed
has come an increase in part time work census figures on part time
employment are not available for all working women but for one
segment of the population the young adult category including
women up to age twenty seven or thirty four there are published
figures which permit utah national comparisons As may be seen in
table 2 the proportion of employed women working full time
thirty five hours or more per week has shown a consistent decline

over the thirty year period in both utah and the US as a whole
in 1940 85 percent of utah women who worked were employed

full time by 1950 this figure had dropped to 72 percent and then to
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60 percent in 1960 and 57 percent in 1970 the figures for the na-
tion as a whole show a comparable decline going from 82 percent in
1940 to 67 percent in 1970 in other words four fifths of the em-
ployed women used to work full time but by 1970 among women
under thirty five only about two thirds in the nation and just over
half in utah worked full time since 1950 utah women who work
have been consistently more apt to work part time than have their
counterparts in the nation

TABLE 2
young adult womens employment status and hours worked

utah and the united states 194019701940 1970

1940 1950 1960 1970

utah US utah US utah US utah US

number inin
labor force 33888 12845259 23700 6021945 41466 8462195 70397 12944539

percentage inin
labor force 176 254 259 325 309 337 431 454

total at work
during census
week 25276 9515593 21030 5272355 37889 7622993 63638 11624139

percentage working
1141 14 hours 28028 28b28 120 515 1 206 1269612.696126 166 110
15 34 hours 127 152 155 132 195 160 262 220
35 hours or

more 845 820 725 81781 7 595 714 572 670

194011940 14 years and older 1950 14 29 years 1960 14 34 years civilian labor force 1970 163416 34
years civilian labor force

bbl9401940 category listed was under 14 hours
sousourcesacesrces
1940 US bureau of the census the labor force washington DC US government printing

office 1943 vol 3 part 5 pennsylvania wyoming utah table 22 p 695 part 1 united states
summary table 85 p 258

1950 USU S bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern
ment printing office 1952 vol 2 part 44 utah table 71 p 449744 97 part 1 united states summary
table 122 p 1 258

1960 US bureau of the census characteristics odtheoftheof rhethe population washington DC US govern
ment printing office 1964 vol 1 part 46 utah table 117 p 4619646 196 panpart 1 united states sum
mary table 197 p 15071 507

1970 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern
mentmenc printing office 1973 vol 1 part 46 utah table 166 p 46 356 partpan 1 united states sum
mary section 2 table 217 p 1 693

preparation FOR WORK
TRENDS IN educational attainment

utah women are better educated than women in the country as a
whole however these differences also seem to be declining in 1940
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among women aged twentyfivetwenty five and over the median numnumberber of
years of school completed was 10.4104104 for utah women and 8.78787 for US
women by 1950 the difference had increased slightly and the aver-
age utah woman had completed high school median years school-
ing 12.0120120 while the average american woman had only 9.69696gg years
of schooling the 1960 census revealed that women nationally were
beginning to close the gap with the median of 10.9109109log years completed
as compared to 12.2122 for utah women by 1970 the median figure for
utah women was 12.4124 up only 4.4 from 1950 while that for US
women as a whole was 12.1121 thus as of 1970 the educational advan-
tage utah women had formerly possessed over women nationally was
largely gone

this finding of the declining distinctiveness of utah women
does not appear however if we examine figures on college atten-
dance utah continues to maintain a sizable advantage in proportion
of women attending college in 1940 one out of six utah women
aged twentyfivetwenty five and over had attended at least one year of college
compared to one out of ten nationally by 1950 the utah figure had
jumped to one out of five compared to one of eight nationally 19.6196
percent vs 12.9129 percent in i9601960 21.8218218 percent of utah women had
completed at least one year of college compared to 14.8148148 percent
among other women and in 1970 the comparable figures were 26.6266266

percent as compared to 18.7187187 percent
thus while the difference in median number of years of educa-

tion has almost disappeared utah women continue to be enrolled
more frequently in college and to be college graduates in fact their
advantage in proportion of women completing four or more years of
college has increased in 1940 4.74747 percent of utah women had com-
pleted college compared to 3.8383858 percent for women nationally an ad-
vantage for utah women of 0.90909og percent in 1950 the difference re-
mained at about the same level with 6.06060go percent of utah women
having graduated as compared to 5.25252 percent but in 1960 for the
first time in the thirty year period the difference between utah
women and other women in the percent completing four or more
years of college surpassed 1 percent 717.171 percent for utah women
compared to 585.858 percent for all women and the difference increased
to 151.515 percent in 1970 96gg9.696 percent versus 8.18181 percent respectively
despite a national trend toward increased education for women
which has raised the national median to near the level for utah
women in the highest categories of educational achievement utah
women have not only maintained their advantage but increased it in
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1970 almost one out of ten utah women was a college graduate
compared to one in twelve for the country as a whole

although the percentage of women attending college increased
between 1940 and 1970 the national pattern has been for women to
complete fewer years of college than men As may be seen in figure
2 womens educational disadvantage has increased rather than de-
creased over the years since 1940 the pattern is consistent for both
the country as a whole and for utah and it appears whether we con-
sider proportion of college graduates or percent of the population
ever attending college this is not to say that the proportion of
women attending college has not increased markedly it has but the
population of men in college has increased at an even faster rate so
that the educational gap between men and women is larger in 1970
than at any of the earlier census years portrayed in the chart todays
women are better educated than at any other time in the nations
history but they continue to fall farther behind the men

the relative position of utah women in comparison to the
educational attainment of men in the nation as a whole is quite re-
markable when completion of one or more years of college is the
indicator of educational attainment utah women appear better edu-
cated than men in the country as a whole however they lag far
behind utah men in summary figures on participation in higher
education provide little evidence of womens progress relative to
mens over the thirty year period today the population as a whole
is better educated and women have participated in this general im-
provementprovement but when the increase in their educational attainment is
compared to the improvement experienced by men it is plain that
the disparity is growing iele that womens relative disadvantage is in-
creasing

the change in mens attainment in contrast to that of womens
is perhaps most dramatic with respect to college graduates in 1940
8 percent of utah men and 5 percent of utah women had graduated
from college A college degree was clearly an unusual achievement
but women were almost as likely to achieve it as men thirty years
later in 1970 the proportion of male college graduates in the utah
population was 19 percent two and one half times what it had been
in 1940 while among utah women the proportion was 10 percent
in other words in 1970 utah men were almost twice as apt to be
college graduates as were utah women while in 1940 a man was 1.51515

percent as apt as a woman to be a college graduate in 1970 every
fifth utah man had completed at least four years of higher education
as compared to every tenth utah woman
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figure 2

percentage of population aged 25 and over completing four or more years
college by sex utah and the united states 194019701940 1970
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THE KINDS OF WORK WOMEN DO

utah women used to have better jobs than american women
generally but that advantage has now disappeared in 1940 almost
one of every five employed utah women worked in a profesprobes
sionaldionalsionaltechnicaltechnical job compared to one in seven for the nation by the
late 1970s the job distribution of utah women had become much
more congruent with national patterns and one out of six employed
women worked in a professionalprofessionaltechnicaltechnical position this gradual
coming together of the occupational distribution patterns for utah
and the country as a whole is apparent in almost every occupational
category for example as can be seen in table 3 women managers

TABLE 3

occupational distribution of employed women
utah and the united states 194019761940 1976

1940 19501930 1960 1970 1976occupational
group utah US utah US utah US utah US utah US
professional
technical
and kindred
workers 18.9189189 13213.2132152 14.9149149 12317612.317612312.3125123 14.0140140 1309613.09613013.0130 16816.816890168 1579615.7961079615715.7157 16.3163163165 16016.01609616.096igo160 1

managers
and adminis-
trators 555.555 3.8383858 4.94949 4.3434345 4.04040 3.7373757 3.7373757 3.6363656 555.555 555.555

sales
workers 9419.41 7717.71 10.9109log 858.585 8.68686 7.87878 7.77777 7.47474 7.87878 6.76767

clerical and
kindred
workers 285628.56 248124.81 33033.0530550 27.3273273275 36.1361561 29.7297297 37.9379379579 34.9349349549 36.7367367 34.9349349549

craftsmen
foremen
and kindred
workers 0.90909og 1.010loio 151.5 1.515 1.41414 1.21212 1.91919lg 1.81818 2.42424 1.616lgig

operatives
including
transport
equipment
operatives 9.99999gg 18.4184184 989 8 19.2192192 8.28282 15415.4154 9.29292 14314.3143145 10.3103103105 11.8118

laborers
except farm 0.40404 0.909og09 0.60606og 0.80808 050.505 050.505oy 1.010loio 1.010iolo 1.111iili
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farmers and
farm
managers 0.808080 8 1.41414 0.50505 0.70707 03 0.60606og 01 02

farm
laborers and
farm
foremen 04 29 1.41414 28 04 1.111iili 02 05 1.3151.5131513 1.3131315

service
workers
except
private
household 148 11.3113113115 15.8158158 12.2122122 17.6176176 13.4134134 19.4194 166 186 21.0210210

private
household
workers 91 17.7177177 4.94949 8.58585 46 7.97979 1.919iglg 39

occupation
not reported 1.41414 1.21212 1.818 1.818 4.24242 575.757

these figures are USU S department of labor estimates which may not be strictly comparable to the
figures for 194019701940 1970 which are from the USU S censuses for those years

btheathethe 1940 census reports clerical sales and kindred workers as a single category the breakdown
here isis an estimateestimate made by dividing the 1940 total according to the ratioratio of sales to clerical workers inin
the 1950 censuses

sources
1940 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DCD C US govern-

ment printing office 1943 vol 2 part 7 utah wyoming table 18 p 35 and table 19 p 36 part 1

united statesstares summary table 18 p 48 and table 19 p 49
1950 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-

ment printing office 1953 vol 2 part 44 utah table 28 p 443244 32 part 1 united states summary
table 53 p 1 101

1960 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-
ment printing office 1963 vol 1 part 46 utah table 57 p 467946 79 paapanpartparr 1I united states summary
table 87 p 1 216

1970 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern
ment printing office 1973 vol 1 partpan 46 utah table 54 ppap 4612346 123 4612446 124 part 1 united statesstares
summary section 1 table 91 ppap 1 39213933921 393

USU S departmentDepanment of labor bureau of labor statistics US orkingworkinglV women A databanksdatabankdatabookDatadafa bookbanklaoklang washing-
ton DC US government printing office 1977 table 7 US department of labor bureau of
labor statistics geographic profile of employment and unemployment 1976 washington DC US gov-
ernment printing office 1977 table 6 and sources listed for table 2

and administrators used to be overrepresentedoverrepresented in utah in each suc-
ceeding census the gap has decreased and the 1976 estimates show
no utah US difference similarly the underrepresentation of utah
women in operative factory worker jobs has practically disappeared
in 1940 almost one out of five employed women were operatives
but in utah the figure was one in ten by 1976 the gap had shrunk
to only 1.51515 percent with operatives accounting for 10.3103103 percent of
employed women in utah and 11.8118 in the nation A similar con-
vergence is apparent with respect to womens employment as private
household workers and farm workers
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in most ways the convergence represents a relative increase in
utah womens participation in the lower status occupations and a
relative decline in their involvement in the higher status jobs where
the trend is not one of relative deterioration of position the pattern
is one of stability even among private household workers an oc-
cupationalcupational category that has experienced a drastic decline in numbers
of workers utah womens position relative to the national figures
has remained stable in 1940 one of every eleven employed utah
women was a private household worker and utah women were
about half as likely as women nationally to be employed in private
households by 1970 less than one in fifty of utahs employed wom-
en were private household workers compared to one in twentyfivetwenty five
for the nation thus as a generation before the proportion in utah
was about half that in the entire country

both in utah and elsewhere women workers are concentrated in
a few occupations and that pattern has changed little in the past gen-
erationera tion in 1940 well over half 56856.8568 percent of the employed wom-
en in utah worked in professional occupations or as sales and clerical
workers for the country as a whole the comparable figure was 45.7457
percent in 1970 these same three occupational categories accounted
for 62.4624624 percent of utah women employees and 58 percent of women
workers nationally and the 1976 estimates are at about the same lev-
el 60860.8608 percent for utah women 57.6576576 percent for women nation-
ally

not only are employed women heavily concentrated inin a few oc-
cupationalcupat ional categories but within those categories they occupy only a
few specific womens jobs among utahs female professional and
semiprofessionalsemi professional workers in 1940 over 78 percent were employed in
one of only two occupations teachers 54354554354.3 percent and nurses
24224.2242 percent these traditional occupational roles for professional
women have continued to dominate among professional women in
1950 44544.5445 percent of the employed professional women were teach-
ers and 22.2222222 percent were nurses comparable figures for 1960 are
43.8438438458 percent teachers and 19.5195 percent nurses and for 1970 41.8418 per-
cent were teachers and 15.3153153155 percent were registered nurses

the other traditional womens occupational category is that of
clerical and sales workers these jobs which include bookkeepers
cashiers office machine operators stenographers typists secretaries
telephone operators file clerks and retail sales clerks accounted for
37.9379379579 percent of utahs employed women in 1940 and 44.5445445 percent in
1976 comparable figures for the nation over the same time span are
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32.5325525 percent and 41.6416416 percent the single most common utah wom-
ens job in 1970 was secretary followed by teacher salesperson wait-
ress clerk bookkeeper cashier cook cleaning service worker and
registered nurse these ten occupations together accounted for 53.2532552
percent of all working women in the state

table 4 shows the percentage of employed women in these ten
occupations in utah and the nation for the 1940 1970 period for
each of the four censuses represented in the table these few occupa-
tions have accounted for between 53 and 59 percent of utahs work-
ing women throughout the entire period the most common wom-
ens job has been secretary and it seems to be becoming more rather
than less typical since 1940 the proportion of utah women who are
waitresses bookkeepers cooks and nurses has varied less than 1.21212

percent and since 1950 the same is true for teachers in the 1970s
utah women were somewhat less apt to be salespersonssalespersons than they
had been in the 1940s and 1950s and their employment as clerks had
declined substantially a development in contrast to their increasing
employment as office machine operators a trend not shown in the
table

utah US contrasts in these ten occupations are also of interest
note that since 1950 nurses have consistently accounted for about
the same proportion of employed women in utah and the nation
also not only have utah women always been more apt to be em-
ployed as secretaries but for this occupation unlike the others in the
table the gap between utah and the rest of the country seems to be
gradually increasing for most of these occupations the differences
between utah women and other women have remained at about the
same level the exceptions where there is a clear trend toward con-
vergence are teachers and salespersonssalespersons

although a detailed discussion of sex differences in occupation is
beyond the scope of this paper some of the most striking contrasts
should be noted first it is obvious that the range of occupational
opportunity is much more restricted for women women are con-
centratedcent rated in only a few occupational categories whereas men are
more evenly distributed across the occupational spectrum in 1976
over 36 percent of utahs working women held jobs in the category
of clerical workers and 35 percent more were either service workers
or had professional or technical jobs thus three fourths of the em-
ployed women were accounted for in these three categories in con-
trast the proportion of workers in the most common male occupa-
tional category craft and kindred workers was only 23 percent
and there was just one occupational category farm workers in
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TABLE 4
percentage of employed women in selected occupations

utah and the united states 194019701940 1970

1 1940940 1 1950950 1 9601960 1970

utah US utah US utah US utah US
secretaries 1299612.99612912.9129 899168.99168.98989 1259612.59612512.5125 96969.6969.69696gg 1429614.29614214.2142 10.9109109log 15017615.017615015.0150 105101059610.5105596

1

teachers
except college
and university 10.3103103105 7.07070 6.66666gg 5.3535355 6.16161gi 5.75757 7.07070 6.76767

saleswomen
sales clerks 9.89898 6.56565 10.4104104 8.08080 8.08080 7.17171 6.161glgi 5.85858

Waitresses 1 505.050 3.2323252 5.65656 3.8383858 6.26262 4.04040 545.454 3.7373757

clerkscclerks0 5.25252 6.26262 11.8118 10.9109109log 8.18181 8.28282 4.64646 3.1313151

bookkeepers 3.8383858 3.5353555 3.9393959 3.6363656 383.83858 4.3434345

5015.01 40d4
CashiCashierserse1 1.919lgig 1.21212 2.92929 2.22222 3.4343454 3.1313151

cooks 1.3131315 1.010loio 2.62626 151.515ly 2.72727 1.71717 2.72727 1.81818

cleaning
service workersfworkesfworkeworkersf 0.90909og 0.70707 1.111iili 0.80808 2.22222 1.717 2.62626 2.121

registered
nnursesu rsesarses 3.9393993.993959 2.62626926 2.82828 2.52525 2.62626 2.72727 2.62626 2.82828

TOTAL 54.3543543545 4019640.19640.1401 591965959159.1196 4719647.19647147.1 5699656.99656956.9569 4789647.89647847.8478 5329653.2965529653253.2552532 4394345943943.94399045990990

includes receptionists stenographers and typists
bincludesincludes bartenders and food counter and fountain workers
cmiscellancousmiscellaneous or not specified the decline between 1960i960 and 1970 isis attributable inin part to the

desidesignationnation of many more specific categories of clerk inin 1970
includes both bookkeepers and cashiers

cIncincludesludes bank tellers
fIncincludesludes maids cleaners and janitors except private household
gadjustedadjusted to exclude student nurses using the ratio of student to professional nurses inin 1950

sources computed from published figures inin the following tables
1940 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-

ment printing office 1943 vol 2 part 7 urahutah wyoming table 10 part 1 united states summary
table 59

1950 USU S bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-
ment primingprinting office 1953 vol 2 part 44 utah table 75 part 1 united states summary table 126

i9601960 US bureau of the census characteristics of the population washington DC US govern-
ment pnntingprintingpanting office 1963 vol 1 part 46 utah table 121 part 1 united states summary section 1

table 203
1970 US bureau of the census Characteristcharacteristicsici of the population washington DC US govern-

ment printing office 1973 vol 1 panpartparr 46 utah table 171 partpan 1 united states summary table
222
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which there were fewer than 6 percent of the male work force see
table 5

TABLE 5

occupational distribution of employed persons by sex utah 1976

occupational group men women
professional and technical 15691615.691615615.6156 16.3163
managers and administrators

except farm 14.0140140 555.555

sales workers 7.27272 7.87878

clerical workers 6.161gigl 36.7367367567

craft and kindred workers 23.3233253255 2.42424

operatives except transport 9.69696gg 10.3103103

transport equipment operatives 636.36365

nonfarm laborers 6.76767

service workers 6.86868 18.6186186

farm workers 434.34345 131.31315

TOTAL 999999999099999.9990 98.9989989

earlier we found that although more women are attending col-
lege than ever before their relative position with respect to the
educational attainment of men has deteriorated over the past gener-
ation A similar finding emerges when we compare changes in the
proportions of males and females in high status occupations figure
3 compares male and female participation in two broad occupational
categories between 1940 and 1970 for utah and for the country as a

whole it may be seen that the proportion of employed women hold-
ing clerical jobs has steadily increased in both utah and the nation
while the proportion of males in clericaljobsclerical lobsjobs has remained stable
womens increasing involvement in clerical jobs is not a sign of oc-
cupationalcupational advancement for these typically are not high status jobs

we must look at the professional category to estimate womens
access to the most desirable jobs the profiles in figure 3 highlight
the fact that relative to men womens proportionate share of the
professional jobs has decreased in 1940 utah women were more
than twice as likely as utah men to be employed in professional oc-
cupationscupations since that time there has been a continual increase in the
percentage of men occupying professional positions in contrast to a
slight decline for women on balance this means that as the entire
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figure 3 professional technical and kindred workers and clerical workers as
a proportion of employed persons by sex 1940 1976
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job market has become increasingly professionalized womens share
of the professional jobs has decreased at the same time that mens
share has increased markedly in 1970 for the first time the propor-
tion of employed utah males holding professional jobs surpassed
that for females 17417.4174 percent versus 16.8168168 percent

As is evident in the lower panel of figure 3 the same general
pattern applies to employed workers nationally although by 1970
the percentage of the female work force employed in professional
jobs was still slightly higher than that for males in summary along
with the increased employment of women has come an increase in
the proportion of workers employed in white collar and professional
jobs women have tended to move into the white collar clerical oc-
cupationscupat ions but their employment in the professional category has de-
clined in the state of utah and increased only slightly in the nation
as a whole while mens involvement in professional occupations has
increased dramatically the net result is a decline in working wom-
ens status a loss in relative position accompanying their increased
participation in the labor force they are no longer overrepresented
in professional and technical occupations as they once were

SUMMARY AND implications
we have documented the convergence in labor force participa-

tion between utah women and other american women between
1940 and 1970 utah women entered the labor force more rapidly
than did women nationally and as a consequence in the 1970s utah
women have been employed outside the home at about the same rate
as women nationally part time jobs are more common for women
workers than they used to be and employed women in utah are
slightly more apt to work part time than women elsewhere

utah women are also less distinctive in educational attainment
than they once were they still attend college more than other wom-
en but an advantage they once had in median years of schooling
completed has now disappeared when their education is compared
to mens both utah women and women nationally show a decline
in relative position both men and women are getting more educa-
tion today than formerly and when the mens increases in education-
al attainment are compared to the womens it is apparent that the
women have not kept pace

A similar finding emerged when we considered the types of jobs
women do although utah women used to have better jobs than
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women generally that is no longer the case with the increased con-
gruence in labor force participation has come increasing similarity to
the national female labor force in types of jobs held utah women
like women in other states continue to be concentrated in a few
1twomenswomens occupations their range of occupational opportunities
continues to be much more constricted than that for men and they
are concentrated in clerical jobs moreover the entire job hierarchy
has become more professionalized but womens share of professional
jobs has decreased in comparison to men working women in utah
used to be overrepresented in the professional and technical occupa-
tions that advantage has also disappeared as mens employment in
professional jobs has increased while womens has declined

the trend toward increasing female participation in the labor
force by utah women is a longtermlong term one and there is little likeli-
hood that it will go away in the foreseeable future the fact that
the labor force participation of utah women is practically in-
distinguishable from that of women nationally does not mean that
utah women are like other women in all ways for example utahs
married women are notably more prolific than married women in
the rest of the country but utah women are part of the same social
economy and the economic pressures the changing definitions of
appropriate womens roles and the opportunities for employment
that affect the nation also influence utah in fact in view of the
high productivity of utah women and the increasing economic costs
of childrearingchild rearing the strains of a regressive and inflationary national
economy may affect utah families more severely than other families

in other words not only are utah families subject to the same
kinds of economic pressures as families in other states but they may
because they have more children be subject to even greater econom-
ic strain one adaptation to such strain is for the married woman to
enter the labor force there is no evidence either in the national eco-
nomic outlook or in current trends in utah family size and expected
patterns of child education and enrichment that the forces which
since 1940 have pushed utah women into the labor market at a
more rapid rate than women nationally are likely to abate

accordingly it seems appropriate that we try as much as pos-
sible through organization and planning to minimize the negative
impacts of womens employment upon family life such preparation
should be conducted by individuals and families as well as by com-
munity and state agencagenaagenciesiesles itit might include the following 1 the
explicit recognition that inasmuch as almost half of utah women
work for pay the status of a working woman or working mother is
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no longer a deviant one in the statistical sense 2 a serious effort
toward reshaping occupational definitions to permit more part time
or variable time employment 3 an intensive effort by educators
and planners responsible for the design of vocational and professional
education in utah to provide the opportunities and encouragement
that will permit utah women who elect to enter the labor force to
do so in higher status occupations thereby maximizing their eco-
nomic contributions to their families rather than constraining themthernthenn
by lack of adequate training or by accepted definitions of womens
work to follow relatively low paying clerical and service occupa-
tions
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